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Introduction
Dear BUUF Members and Friends,
We are so glad that you have allowed the Board and Program Ministry Council to visit your
committee or group meeting today. Some few years ago, many of us took part in creating a
Mission Statement for our fellowship, and a strategic plan listing goals and tasks to perform in
order to further our mission. We said it was our purpose to nurture each other on our spiritual
journeys, and we also want to promote justice in our community. We all are working with
passion and diligence to do this. We welcome new people regularly to help us with this. We are
proud that we offer services and education that encourage open-mindedness and openheartedness. We are very proud of the work being done by many of us collectively to bring more
justice into the world. We appreciate what we have built, here, in this valley. BUUF is a haven
for many who come to us from many paths.
And yet, we seem to have difficulty sustaining our growth. We want to grow into an even more
vibrant and dynamic soul-transforming and justice-expanding church, welcoming and
encompassing more folks. And yet, we remain on a sort of plateau. The phenomenon we are
experiencing is not new or unique to BUUF. People who study system dynamics have helped us
understand what needs to be done to transform into the church we are destined to become.
It is for this reason that we are meeting with you now. We are preparing to shepherd the process
we began two years ago, into the next stage of development. We need your help, your
enthusiasm, and your commitment for this next step. Please join us in experiencing the power
that exists in becoming part of an intentional, deliberate, ministry-driven organization.
Over the next half hour, we plan to introduce you to the process your committees and groups will
go through to articulate each group’s ministry—how you carry out the church’s mission and
purpose. We have prepared templates and examples for you to use, and these will become the
vehicle for you: (1) to discern your vision and mission and goals; (2) to communicate them to
the rest of the church so that people can serve with you or collaborate with you; and (3) to report
the fulfillment of your mission to the church at large in the annual report. Intentional and
transparent – that is what is required in order to remain vibrant, relevant, and self-sustaining.
Yours in fellowship,

The BUUF Board and Program Ministry Council
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Alice Mann of the Alban Institute writes1:

In program-sized churches…the variety and complexity of
relationships require conscious attention to matters of identity,
purpose, structure, role of leaders, and so on. Neither the
members nor the pastor can intuitively grasp the wholeness of
the system. The larger membership and the rich variety of
programming will only cohere well if leaders “construct” a
clear identity for the church and express it consciously in a
mission statement, a vision or a strategic plan. For newcomers
raised in a smaller church, this work of construction may seem
taxing and bureaucratic. On the other hand, the intentionality
of the larger congregation in discerning God’s purpose might
stimulate their imagination about church life, clarify their
reasons for participating, and provide rich networks of
friendship, growth, and ministry.

1

Raising the Roof: The Pastoral-to-Program Size Transition, Chapter 1. Changing Size,
http://www.alban.org/raisingtheroof/theBook.asp
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Attributes of a Pastoral Church

Attributes of a Program Church

The identity of the church is closely associated
with the person of the minister. Relationships are
close and long-standing. There is a sense of
“home.”

The identity of the church is based on its
collective or institutional presence in the
community; it is also known by its mission, or
“what the church stands for, or does.”

Ministry is performed by individuals who care
very deeply that jobs get done and functions be
performed. A few people may hold many
leadership positions. Jobs performed within the
church are identified with specific people.

An organization structure outlines the jobs
needed to be performed and people fulfill their
ministry within the structure designed to fulfill the
mission. Leadership is spread among a larger
group of people. Some studies suggest 25% of
regular attendees should be actively involved in
leadership. Job descriptions, rather than personal
preferences, define the tasks to be done.

Communication is informal. May appear that
there are those “in the know,” and the rest of us.

Channels of communication are deliberate and
intentional. Structures and procedures are
established to insure communication. Decisions
and decision-making processes are transparent
and well-defined.

The board is involved in many decisions that
affect the running of the church—not just
governance (policies and standards), but also the
program ministry side (what justice outreach to
support; how many services to have, etc.).

The board negotiates policies with the ministry
program side to protect the assets of the church—
its mission, the building and grounds, its
reputation, and the people who serve its mission.
Within those policy guidelines, the board expects
people to serve the mission of the church with
creativity and passion.

The structure can be defined as an “organism.”
Like an organism, the direction of its progress is
often determined in a hap-hazard way, or based on
the will of a few individuals propelling it.

The structure can be defined as an “organization.”
Like an organization, the direction of its progress
is determined through conscious attention to
“identity, purpose, structure, and the role of
leaders.” (Alban Institute)

This kind of church can be flexible and vibrant,
and responsive to grass roots initiatives. It can
also be difficult to “break into” by new people
because all of the leaders are familiar with the
often under-articulated procedures and ways that
“things get done around here.”

This kind of church can seem bureaucratic,
hierarchical and taxing, especially when it is in
transition between the pastoral and program
models, because a church of this size aspires to
have many programs, yet has not developed
leadership capacity to operate efficiently. Done
well, it offers explicit procedures that help people
find a way to participate in leadership.
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Attributes of a Pastoral Church

Attributes of a Program Church

This kind of church reaches a plateau at around
attendance of 150, and stays there until deliberate
procedures and structures are put in place to allow
new members to contribute in significant ways.

This kind of church struggles because it will
constantly make demands on limited volunteers
and paid staff without the benefit of efficiencies
of scale that come from being a part of a much
larger, “Corporate”- sized church. Churches of
our size that succeed, do so because they have
deliberate structures, well-articulated goals and
expectations, smooth running systems and
respectful values that honor the time and talents of
its volunteers.
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Policy Development and Decision Making at BUUF
The process of getting things done at BUUF has changed as the fellowship has grown. When the
Fellowship was small, a person with a good idea only needed to talk to our Minister or a knowledgeable
member of the congregation to see if the idea would be accepted
or not. The diagram at the right captures that idea along with
the possibility that if the first idea wasn’t acceptable a slightly
different version (a refinement) could be OK. While this was a
reasonable thing when everyone knew everybody and what they
did, it is not as easy to do as we’ve grown.
Now that we have a congregation of three hundred, with more
joining as we go along, the simple method of asking the
Minister doesn’t work very well.

Getting things done in our size of Fellowship
To accommodate for growth, BUUF created a more size-appropriate organizational structure. This
seemingly bureaucratic system actually disperses decision making, and provides opportunities for
participation and leadership development. When an organization disperses decision making it must have a
vision and mission, and policies and procedures that serve as criteria for the people making decisions.
Regardless of which part of the BUUF organization the inquiry goes to, policies exist or are being created
relevant to your situation. Policies and processes provide limits and boundaries within which groups can
fulfill their ministries. Here’s your sandbox, how you create your castle is up to your group’s ministry.
Not all policies are the same in scope and content and they can range from very general to very specific,
depending on which part of BUUF writes the policy. The diagram below shows how the Board creates
general policies and the committee’s policies more specific to their vision and mission.

For example, the Board might write a general policy concerning the safety of adults and children while at
BUUF, the Children’s Religious Exploration committee would have a more specific policy about creating
a safe environment for children during classes; while the landscape committee would have a policy about
maintaining a safe outdoor environment at the children’s play structures.

Whom do I talk to in the BUUF Organization about my idea?
The BUUF organization chart shows the many committees at BUUF, each of which articulates the vision,
mission and goals they wish to accomplish to fulfill their ministry in support of BUUF’s mission. The
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Program Ministry Council (PMC) is a good starting place, since it oversees the coordination and
collaboration of many BUUF ministries. BUUF Board members and the BUUF Office Administrator can
also be helpful. Their contact information is in the Sunday Order of Service, the newsletter and
boiseuu.org.

A great idea still starts by asking someone how to make it a reality. In the diagram above, this process is
captured by an arrow from the “Person makes a Proposal” to someone in BUUF leadership. BUUF
Leadership includes the many pieces and parts of the BUUF organization: Board of Director, Program
Ministry Council and various Ministries. Leadership directs the proposal to appropriate committee. The
committee considers whether the proposal fits within their mission and policies. From this point, the
proposal is either: adopted, modified, dropped or appealed. The ultimate appeal is the opportunity to call a
congregational meeting.
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Introduction to the Vision and Mission Process
In accordance with BUUF’s strategic plan, the board is asking all groups to give the Fellowship a
comprehensive description of your group’s mission and its activities.
This process is ongoing and its products will be used by each committee/Ministry, the Board, the
Stewardship Strand, and other parties seeking to gather information that better defines our
purpose as a Fellowship.
We are asking that each group meet to create a vision statement, mission statement, set of goals,
list of responsibilities, an evaluation process and ministry group summary of your purpose and
activities. In addition, you will be asked to choose words from a list that best describes your
ministry group.
We also would like to know if you have a dream for your ministry that is not being met because
of resource constraints.
At this time as well, we ask you to review the BUUF Strategic Plan to ensure the goals of your
ministry group fulfill that plan, or whether the plan needs to be expanded to encompass your
vision.
We have enclosed work sheets to help in the creation of your work. These materials include clear
definitions and easy to follow templates intended to make this process fun and enlightening.
Your vision and mission statements will constitute the Annual Report this year, published in
May. When the worksheets are complete, they’ll be archived on a Google doc site.
The information we gather during this process will strengthen the bones of our organization so
that we may walk our talk; remembering that we are an inclusive religious community – lifting
hearts, broadening minds, and honoring the interconnected web of life.
In Fellowship,

Stewardship Strand Leadership
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Developing a Vision and Mission Statement
Vision and mission statements are inspiring words used to clearly and concisely convey the purpose and
meaning of an organization. They communicate the dreams of the group and the practical means to the
fulfillment of these dreams.
You may wish to first create a vision statement that informs your mission statement or to start with a
mission statement that helps to generate an inspiring vision statement. You may even wish to start with a
list of goals or responsibilities that you perform within your group and work up to the mission and vision
statements. The list of meaningful words may also be a good starting point.
The vision and mission statements are distinctly different. It may help to think of the following words:
Visionary – one who sees what is possible
Missionary – one who carries out the work

The Vision Statement
The vision statement is a brief one or two sentence credo or declaration of your group’s possibilities and
dreams- A desirable future state. (holistic and abstract)
Think:
 What is the change we wish to create for the future of BUUF and the world?
 What difference can we make as a ministry group?
 What is the dream we hold for our ministry group’s highest potential?
 Why are we doing what we are doing?

The Mission Statement
The mission statement turns the vision into practice and asks,
“What will we do to bring the vision into reality?”
The mission statement defines:
 What is currently being done
 The purpose, passion and primary goal of your ministry group
 The group’s duties, responsibilities, and/or activities

Your Goals, Responsibilities, and Evaluation
Goals are 2-5 measurable actions to be taken by the group to support the vision and mission of your
ministry group for the years 2012-2013.
These goals follow the S.M.A.R.T. guide:
S Specific, strategic
M Measurable, meaningful
A Achievable, agreed upon
R Relevant, realistic
T Time based, thoughtful
Responsibilities are the things your group does in the process of fulfilling your vision and mission.
Evaluation is brief statement as to how you know you have achieved your goals, stayed focused on the
vision and mission statements, and fulfilled your passion/ministry. It may also be a strategy you adapt to
evaluate your progress such as the plan-do-study-act model. (see handout).
Ministry Summary (optional activity) is a 3-5 sentence summary of your purpose and activities.
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Meaningful Words List – Please select 5 words from the Meaningful Words List that best reflect
your ministry group. You may add additional words in the blank spaces. These words will be used to help
direct BUUF congregants with similar passions, to you. See Appendix C: Meaningful Words List for the
words to use.

Wish list
If your ministry group has a dream that could come true with financial support please let us know on the
wish list form. We sometimes have generous financial donors come to the fellowship wishing to make a
designated donation that will make a significant difference to our fellowship. We would like to compile a
list of dreams from BUUF ministry groups. The more specific you are the more we can communicate to
our supporters.
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Rationale for Archiving your Vision and Mission
Ten good reasons why we are moving towards a more integrated and collaborative system of sharing
information using newfangled gizmos:
1. Creates bridges of information from year to year that sustains your ministry’s vision and mission.
2. It is easier to train and harness the knowledge, skills and abilities of all.
3. Provides a means for newcomers to become integrated into the Ministry and culture of BUUF.
4. Enables collaboration… Two heads are better than one.
5. Saves paper, ink, resources and promotes our Green Sanctuary values.
6. Newcomers are able to become part of the community faster and feel more welcome to
participate.
7. Gives people a means to work together without physically being in the same room.
8. Repurposing content - write it once and share with multiple audiences and mechanisms by
retaining the original idea, intent and message.
9. Creates an easily accessible archive.
10. A shared vision leads to empowerment and a shared ownership of the outcome.
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Working with Google docs
Committees will complete their annual report by writing down their vision, mission, a yearly assessment
and completing a communications questionnaire. Each committee has a place in Google docs for
electronic documents. This place provides an accessible, sharable collaboration space for the on-going
work of the committee as well as the storage needed to maintain continuity of vision and activity from
year to year.

What is Google docs?
Wikipedia describes Google docs as “a free,
Web-based office suite and data storage
service offered by Google. It allows users to
create and edit documents online while
collaborating in real-time with other users”
What does Google docs have to do with my
committee’s annual report?
You and your committee will create the
documents for the annual report either directly
in Google docs or on your computer after
which the files are transferred to Google docs.

What does Google docs have to do with writing a document?
Wikipedia’s article on Google docs describes its features as a “‘software as a service’ office suite.
Documents, spreadsheets, presentations can be created with Google Docs, imported through the web
interface, or sent via email. Documents can be saved to a user's local computer in a variety of formats
(ODF, HTML, PDF, RTF, Text,Microsoft Office). Documents are automatically saved to Google's
servers to prevent data loss, and a revision history is automatically kept so past edits may be viewed
(although this only works for adjacent revisions, and there is currently no way to find and isolate changes
in long documents.). Documents can be tagged and archived for organizational purposes.”

How do I use Google docs for my committee’s annual report?
The BUUF Board has created a place for your committee within Google docs, a working space, where
your committee’s documents can be stored for access at any time and by any committee member either
through a login/password combination or more directly through a shared link emailed to you.
The BUUF Board has placed several documents from the Committee Resource Handbook in your Google
docs working space. These documents help you create the documents needed for this year’s Annual
Report, such as your committee’s vision and mission statements. Initially, one or more members of the
committee will login to your committee’s Google docs Home page and then start editing a document.
There are other, more flexible methods of accessing and sharing documents that you can use as you and
your fellow committee members become more familiar with the features of Google docs.
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Appendix A – Strategic Plan
BUUF Vision
We are an inclusive religious community- lifting hearts, broadening minds and honoring the interconnected web of life.

BUUF Mission
We are a caring community promoting and providing a robust religious and intellectual exploration opportunities for children, youth, and adults.
We offer creative and inspirational opportunities for worship. We nurture spiritual and personal growth and transformation, foster diversity by reaching out to
different communities, and practice justice as individuals and as a community.

Goal One: Inclusive religious community
Be an inclusive religious community whose leadership and individual congregants are responsible and committed to the governance of the
BUUF community.

Objectives
1. Implement a
comprehensive ongoing
annual budget drive

2. Develop and implement
an organizational chart

Performance
Measures
□ Publish and adopt
an annual budget
□ Publish a long and
short term budget

□ Publish a handbook
to include: board,
council,
committee, and
task force job
descriptions,
BUUF org. chart,
By- Laws, other
policies and
procedures

Key Tasks

Action

Drivers

Completed tasks

Create and publish a
budget based on
pledge income and
voted on by the
congregation each
year

● Establish an ongoing AGD
team and process

Annual Giving
Drive Team

Budget will annually be
voted on by the
congregation

● Empower the finance
committee to create a short
and long term budget based
on needs determined by the
board and fellowship

Finance
Committee

● Encourage generous giving
by focusing on potential

Board

Develop written job ● Educate the congregation as
descriptions for each
to how the org. chart works
council, committee, ● Fill vacancies on the chart,
and task force
create committees, task
forces, and councils when
needed
● Determine separation of
duties and the functions of
the board, each committee,
council, and task force.
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Board,

Established a by- law policy
in which members must fill
out a commitment form

Program Ministry Council
(PMC) formed and
operating

Nominating
Committee,
and/or
Publish and adopt a
Program Ministry BUUF organizational chart
Council
Job descriptions written for
board members

3. Develop policies and
□ Policy and
procedures for fellowship
procedural
documents to be
included in the
BUUF handbook

● Research UU policy
precedents both inside and
outside BUUF
● Identify policy and
Revise and update
procedure needs
existing policies
● Collect records of existing
□ Create and publish
policies
a policy manual
Create new policies as ● Draft policies
needed
● Create a system for
□ Post policy manual
congregational discussion,
on the web
input, and response to
proposed policy
● Set up procedures to support
existing and new policies
4. Develop job descriptions □ Develop and
Commission a
● Develop a plan of action
for the staff we have and
Publish job
professional using
and time table to address
assess staffing needs both
descriptions
internal and external
staff needs and support
short and long term
□ Post job
expertise to assess
● Assess greater functionality
descriptions on the existing staff
for administrative position
web by 10/01/10 functions and future
staffing needs
Review existing
policies
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Board

Program Ministry
Council

Board
Personnel
Committee

5. Actively recruit, train,
and support BUUF
community leaders

6. Create a
better communications
system for both internal
and external
communication

□ Monitor
participation
□ Leadership training
□ Leadership
recognition

Offer leadership
● Target what leadership
training to friends and needs BUUF has
members of the
● Personally ask people to fill
congregation
positions
● Support leaders through
Develop an in- house
specific training, volunteer
training program
recruitment, and clear
expectations
● Plan leadership succession
● Implement a way to
recognize and show
appreciation for leaders
within BUUF
□ Comprehensive
Create a
● Specify different
communications Communications
communication vehicles
plan
Committee to be in
within the congregation
charge of - publicity, ● Clarify how each
□ Guidelines for
marketing, public
communication vehicle is to
communications relations, and internal be used and when
communications
● Design communication
□ Meeting and
strategies for different
activity schedules
groups and events
□ Publish a
● Monitor communications
membership
directory annually
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Program Ministry PMC formation
Council for all
PMC
Committees;
coordinate with
Board and
Nominating
Committee for all
else

Communications Communications task force
committee*
has been enacted by the
board
Congregational
Communication sessions
have been established by
the board
Fellowship wide
Calendaring meeting
scheduled
(to be monitored by the
PMC)

7 Plan for the future of
BUUF

□ Create official
archives – a library
of written records
to include official
documents such as
lease agreements,
articles of
incorporation,
mortgage
documents, by
laws…

● Organize a debt reduction
capital campaign
● Create a 5 year budget plan
for both the operating and
capital budget
● Review and revise the
strategic plan annually
● Create a transition team to
begin in 2010 to plan for
ministerial and ministerial
staff transitions
● Create a reserve fund for
building maintenance and
repair
● Support the campus
development committee to
facilitate and accommodate
congregational growth
● Dare to dream about a new
sanctuary, satellite
fellowships, spin-off
congregations, other growth
alternatives
● Assure that any new
building projects are at the
highest environmental
standards, as well as any
planned use of our property
consistent with economic
and site constraints
● an active endowment
committee that encourages
21

Capital Campaign Created a 5 year
Task Force
infrastructure and financial
business plan for the future
Finance
of BUUF
Committee
Board, Strategic
Plan Task Force
Board and
Nominating
Committee
Finance
Committee
Campus
Development
Team

Congregation

Board

8. Create an IT
infrastructure

people to include BUUF in
their wills
● Look into creating a long
range planning committee
● Enact the Strategic Growth
Cmte
□ On- line presence Support for
● Set up communications
IT Committee*
□ Effective data base stewardship and
systems to include data
□ Training for use of Membership functions bases, technical support,
database
and group
scheduling, and publications
□ Make a coordinated communication
effort to insist that
all committees use
the same selected
data base and IT
system

Currently investigating best
practices with current data
base

Goal Two: Lifting Hearts
Be a welcoming Fellowship, opening our doors and hearts to all who enter.
Be an active, nurturing, and supportive community.
Objectives

Performance
Measures
1. Provide opportunities for □ Collect attendance
everyone to feel welcome
records and monitor
and part of the community
congregation
participation
□ Track the use of the
fellowship by
members
□ Observe parking
trends

Key Tactics

Action

Drivers

Develop a system to
recruit more volunteer
participation

● Offer fun and celebratory
activities- intergenerational
activities, music events, whole
fellowship gatherings, small
group activities
● Offer many diverse opportunities
for involvement at all ages, and
clearly communicate what is
available

Program Ministry Create a
Council and its
Committee for
committees as
Festivities
assigned
Program
Ministry Council
– mission and
goals
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Completed

□ List of volunteer
opportunities
□ Brochure or
published
information about
the different chalice
circles or small
group activities

2. Nurture and support our
congregants

□ Monitor the
Elizabeth Greene
Pay it Forward
Fund, the
congregation food
bank, and help
requests

Improve quality of
annual Life Skills
Training
Continue with the
annual October
Creamed Corn plate
collection for the E.G.
PIFF
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● Create more chalice circles,
nurture and expand existing
circles
● Set a process in motion to
encourage volunteerism
● Identify a list of volunteer needs
● Generate a list of people willing
to volunteer time, skills, and
abilities
● Promote through publications,
from the pulpit and through
personal contact
● Provide greater emphasis for
volunteer opportunities in the
New UU class by developing a
visual presentation to highlight
the needs and opportunities, as
well as the scope of commitment
for each
● Distribute contact information
Congregational
● Educate the congregation as to
Care Team
what is available
● Match needs with resources and
skills
● Publish an annual Goods and
Services book listing offerings
from BUUF congregants
● Partner with Adult RE to bring in
High Quality trainer
● Add a line item amount in the
budget for the Elizabeth Greene
Pay It Forward Fund

3. Grow our membership at a □ Keep an accurate
responsible rate
count of
membership
□ Keep records of
New UU class
participants and
how many become
active friends and
members

Become a more warm ● Develop and fund an outreach
and welcoming
program to reach an
community through
economically, educationally and
awareness and training
radically diverse audience that
embraces our values
● Emphasize the Path to
Membership through a visual
presentation at New UU classes
● Maintain relationships with long
term member
● Continue to develop and improve
the New UU class curriculum
● Look at the viability of starting a
BSU outreach/ campus program

Communications
Committee
Membership
Committee

Congregational
Care Team

Newcomer chats
at all services,
quarterly
new UU classes
Implemented a
multi-step,
recruiting
program to
welcome and
inform
newcomers on
UU values and
BUUF programs

Pathway to
membership
adopted

Goal Three: Broadening Minds
Provide meaningful spiritual and intellectual opportunities and experiences
Objectives

Performance
Key Tactics
Measures
1.Have worship services that □ Monitor attendance Support and fund the
are creative and
at worship services Worship Committee
inspirational
Support the minister
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Action

Drivers

● Finding new ways to worship
together, experiment with new
venues, times, and themes
● Train lay speakers
● Train the worship committee in
ways to develop creative and
inspirational worship services

Worship
Committee,
Sunday Service
Task Force

Update

2. Enhance our worship and
special events with
thoughtfully integrated
music

□ Monitor
participation levels
□ Record time devoted
to preparing and
presenting music at
BUUF
□ Periodic surveys

3. Keep our Lifespan
Religious Education
program dynamic and
strong

□Monitor participation
of attendees and
volunteers

● Offer spiritual retreats
Continue to fund the
● Encourage and support more
music director and
diversity of music
program
● Summer planning retreat
● Congregational song leading
Encourage the
● Explore ways to bring music into
participation of
children’s RE
members and friends in ● Explore the use of musical events
making music
for community outreach and
fundraising
Offer a diversity of
● Provide support for the RE
programs for people of
director and RE programs
all ages
● Encourage more volunteer
participation
● Invite the general public to
participate in Adult RE programs

Music Committee
Music Director

Lifespan
Education and
Exploration
Committees
Communications
Committee*

Goal Four: Honoring our interconnectedness
Recognize our interconnectedness through: social action outreach, promotion of social justice issues, forming partnerships, and networking.
Objectives
1. Be visible in the
community for our social
action program

Performance
Measures
□ Monitor
participation and
response of the
greater community

Key Tactics

Action

Choose one major
● Create a strategic plan to
outreach program
implement the major outreach
approved and supported project that includes many ways
by the entire
in which the entire congregation
congregation
can participate
● Initiate and support outside
speakers/ activities to draw in the
greater community
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Drivers

Update

Social Justice
Committee and
Congregation

Hunger and Food
Systems
proposed project

Committee of
Festivities*

2. Form partnerships with
other entities for social
action and to promote
social justice

3. Continue to grow our
relationship with our
partner church

4. Continue to be a
Welcoming Congregation
to the Lesbian, Gay, Bi
Sexual, Transgender
Community (LGBT)

□ List social justice
partnerships
□ Record designated
plate collection
contributions
□ List Endowments
□Track participation

□ List events and
participation in
LGBT activities

5. Coordinate with other UU □ Establish who is
communities
responsible for
external
communication

Target, support, and
● Participate in social justice events
form partnerships with
sponsored by other groups
other social justice
groups
● Continue to collect funds for a
variety of social justice
organizations and causes through
plate collections
Keep communications ● Continue to raise funds,
between the two
communicate, celebrate, and
congregations open
educate about the partner church
● Pen pal program via e mail
● Support pilgrim travelers to
Meszko
● Help to raise funds for
the Meszko Church Community
House
● Involve the youth more

Social Justice
Committee

Partner Church
Committee

Educate and inform the ● Sponsoring classes and worship Welcoming
congregation about
services focusing on LGBT issues Congregation
LBGT issue
● Let the LGBT community know Committee
that we are a Welcoming
Be the congregation’s
Congregation
liaison to the LGBT
● Partner with LGBT organizations
community
to help them achieve their goals
Increase
● To encourage visitation and
communications with
partnerships between local and
UUA, UUSC, PNWD,
regional UU communities
other UU congregations ● Support Denominational Affairs
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BUUF Leadership

Fesztival, Partner
Church Sunday
Service, Bridge
Celebration
Ceremony, Book
Club and RE
program
Hosted the
minister and his
family in Boise

6. Continue educational and
sustainable living
programs as a Certified
Green Sanctuary

□ Record green
sanctuary activity

Continue to involve our ● Initiate an ongoing environmental
membership in
justice program. As a UUA
environmental projects
certified green sanctuary, we must
and in making our
coordinate with another outside
facilities more efficient
organization
and sustainable
● Offer education about
environmental issues for both the
congregation and larger
community
● Research the viability and process
of using our land for a community
garden
● Work towards recertification in
2012
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Green Sanctuary
Committee
Buildings and
Grounds

Certification
from the UUA as
a Green
Sanctuary
Installed Bike
racks

Landscape
Committee, Green
Sanctuary
Committee

Strategic Plan review
Observations upon review of objectives, actions, etc. related to the Program Ministry Council and its
committees:
Much of the Strategic Plan describes objectives and actions that are of an on-going nature. They will
never be “finished.” The objective, Develop and implement an organizational chart, is an example. Since
the Plan was adopted, the Org. Chart has been revised multiple times and it becomes out-dated soon after
it is revised. It is not a static tool for describing ourselves because we are constantly changing.
For the purposes of this review, I consider PMC-related objectives and their actions to be on-going unless
otherwise noted.
Are the committees referenced in the Plan aware of it and using it to guide their annual work? PMC will
discuss at their Feb. 1 meeting.
Active PMC committees not found in the Plan:
o
o
o
o
o

Library
History Keepers
Hospitality/Food
Interiors
P2P Stewards (new)

PMC Committees mentioned in the Plan that are not active:
o
o
o

Green Sanctuary
Communications
Chalice Circle (coordination)

Goal One, Objective 2:
The handbook should be published on-line, not in hardcopy. Updates will be too frequent.
Descriptions of the BUUF organizational structure in the current Org Chart and the current BUUF
directory do not match, and this is a source of confusion at this time.
The first phase of job description work is incomplete. Needs to be done at the committee level.
Education of the congregation of the existence and interpretation of the Org Chart is on-going work, but it
has yet to be done after the major changes made this year and so it needs attention.
Interest in lay leadership positions is low.
Committees are restructuring into task oriented, peer-to-peer models of self governance.

Goal One, Objective 3:
The PMC needs to receive documentation on BUUF policies from the Board in order to fulfill this
objective as written.

Goal One, Objective 5:
The PMC is in year 2 of presenting segments from “Harvest the Power,” the UUA’s lay leadership
development curriculum, toward fulfillment of this objective. The PMC plans to continue until all
segments are presented (2 more years) and then plan accordingly.
Planning for leadership succession and recognition need more attention.
Goal One, Objective 6:
The PMC has conducted a “Calendaring” planning meeting each year since the Plan was approved. It is
an on-going activity.
The PMC has also initiated the Committee Fair event at the beginning of the fall program year.
The PMC is now two years young and the communication function built into its structure (committees >
team leader>PMC(>Board>PMC)>team leader>committees) is beginning to be understood and used.
There is no Communications Committee under the PMC, but the Board has initiated a 21st Century
Communications Task Force that may address some of actions within this objective.
Goal One, Objective 8:
The IT Committee has been relocated under the Board. The actions of this objective need to be
coordinated between the IT Committee and the 21st Century Task Force as there appears to be overlap of
expectations.
There is also an informal Database group, and its relationship to these groups needs to be clarified.
There are also activities on Facebook and the BUUF Webpage.
Goal Two, Objective 1:
Activities on volunteerism include a large survey conducted last year to understand interests, needs, etc,
from which strategies are being developed. Much of the development will be taking place within the
Stewardship strand of the PMC.
Most of the activities described in this objective are happening and will be on-going.
Goal Three, Objective 1:
Progress on the actions of this objective is unclear.
Goal Four
We might ask ourselves if the objectives for this goal are still appropriate or if, given the change in
emphasis for Social Justice this year, should they be revised.
Goal Four, Objective 1:
Is the Festivities Committee the right group for the second action item, given their current focus on 2nd
Saturday potlucks?
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Goal Four, Objective 5:
Denominational Affairs Committee not yet established.
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Appendix B: BUUF Organization Chart

Appendix C: Meaningful Words List
Please select 5 words from the Meaningful Words list below that best reflect your ministry group. You
may add additional words in the blank spaces in addition to your 5 selected words.
Fellowship

Spirituality

Authenticity

Religiousness

Sense of purpose

Love of learning

Gratitude

Faith

Thought provoking

Awe and wonder

Personal relationships

Historical interest

Playfulness and humor

Generosity

Future mindedness

Nurturing

Appreciation of beauty and
excellence
Optimism

Teamwork

Youth/ Family

Creativity

Representative

Service

Openness to experience

Justice

Intergenerational

Open-mindedness

Leadership

Integrity

Critical thinking

Sustaining

Enthusiasm

Serenity

Welcoming

Diligence

Exchange of ideas

Appendix D: Modes of Ministry
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Appendix E: Plan-Do-Study-Act and BUUF
The Plan Do Study Act (PDSA) Method is an organized way to improve and refine how you and
your committee conduct activities. The method has four steps that a repeatedly used to effect and
refine your objectives.

P-D-S-A steps
The four steps of the Plan Do Study Act (P-D-S-A) method are completed one after the other and
then repeated using the results of the previous attempt to refine and improve the next attempt.
The steps are:
1. Plan: Establish the objectives and work needed to deliver the results you expect. Make
the expected result your focus.
2. Do: Implement your changes, usually on a small or modest scale.
3. Study: Measure how your expected result matches the actual result of your change.
4. Act: Determine if the change you found was what you were looking. Ask yourself if this
was an improvement or not and if what aspect of your change or changes were effective
and which were not. Using this information you can restart the processes at Step 1. Plan
to further refine and improve how you reach your objectives.

The Plan Do Study Act Cycle
Figure 1 shows the concept of PDSA in action. You start with a plan to achieve a goal. You carry out the
plan and study the results of acting on your plan. The last step in the cycle lets you reflect on the results
your activities using the results of your study as a guide. You then refine your plan and start the cycle
again.

Figure 1 The Plan Do Study Act cycle

The PDSA worksheet on the next page helps you carry out an attempt in the PDSA cycle. Using the
worksheet for each attempt helps you through the process and provides continuity and planning over
several attempts which all together might last for a considerable length of time.

PDSA Example
The following example shows how to use the worksheet through two attempts in the PDSA method.
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PDSA (plan-do-study-act) worksheet
Process/Activity

Attempt:

PLAN
I plan to:
I hope this produces:

Steps to execute:

DO
What did you observe?

STUDY
What did you learn? Did you meet your measurement goal?

ACT
What did you conclude from this cycle?
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Attempt 1

PDSA (plan-do-study-act) worksheet
Process/Activity

Balance the attendance at both services

Attempt: 1

PLAN

Have children’s RE classes available at both the 9 and 11 AM services.
I hope this produces: Increased attendance at the 9 am service since families with
children can now go to either 9 or 11 where they used only be able to go the 11 am
service.
I plan to:

Steps to execute: 1.

Decide which classes would be offered at both services.
2. Increase staff to support twice as many R.E. classes.
3. Increase volunteers to support the increased number of R.E. classes
4. Tell families about new opportunities classes so they can sign up for them
DO
What did you observe?

1. Only some families signed up for the 9am classes
2. It is difficult to find enough volunteers for the R.E. committee and classes
3. The attendance is still more at the 11 am service than at the 9 am service.
STUDY
What did you learn? Did you meet your measurement goal?

1. R.E. Attendance at 9am

is x% of R.E. attendance at 11 am
2. 9am attendance is still less than 11am attendance

ACT
What did you conclude from this cycle?

1. Just offering morning R.E. doesn’t seem to

be enough to balance attendance
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Attempt 2

PDSA (plan-do-study-act) worksheet
Process/Activity

Balance the attendance at both services

Attempt: 2

PLAN

Change the time of the services to 9:30am and 11:15 am.
I hope this produces: Increased attendance at the first service by X%, since people
don’t have to get up as early. Increased R.E attendance at the 9:30 am R.E classes
by Y% since the time may be more convenient for families with young children
I plan to:

Steps to execute:

1. Ask the Board to change the time of the two services to 9:30 and 11:15am.
2. Tell people 2 months in advance of the change in times and reason for it.
3. Reminder in the newsletter, order of service and weekly announcements
4. Tell R.E families about change of time so they can sign earlier classes.
DO
What did you observe?

1. Attendance at the 9:30 R.E is up and 11 am R.E. is down,
2. Overall R.E. attendance is the same
2. 9:30 am service is better attended, increased by x%
3. 11 am. Service attendance decreased
STUDY
What did you learn? Did you meet your measurement goal?

1. R.E. Attendance at 9am is x% of R.E. attendance at 11 am
2. yes
ACT
What did you conclude from this cycle?

1. Making first service later and offering R.E. has brought the two services in
balance.
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Conclusion
PDSA allows for major 'jumps' in performance, as well as frequent small improvements. The
PDSA method is usually associated with a sizable project involving numerous people's time, and
thus people want to see large 'breakthrough' improvements to justify the effort expended.
However, the scientific method and PDSA apply to all sorts of projects and improvement
activities.
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Appendix F: Committee Behaviors – Best Practices
Communication Etiquette for Organizations and Groups
The following information is designed to help working groups communicate effectively:
1. Adopt a mindset for agreeing and disagreeing in peace:
-

Acknowledge that differences of opinion are a normal part of life.

-

Affirm that we can work through our differences to growth.

-

Go directly to the person with whom we disagree. Avoid "behind the back" criticism.

-

Approach disagreements in gentleness, patience, and humility. Own up to our part in
the conflict/issue rather than blaming others.

-

Suspend judgment about who is "right" or "wrong." Act in a non-defensive and nonreactive way.

-

Seek as much to understand as to be understood. Listen carefully and check out what
you have heard before responding.

-

Be firm in the commitment to seek a mutual solution. Be hard on issues, soft on
people. Trust in the wisdom of the community. If the group cannot reach an
agreement or experience reconciliation, seek assistance from a moderator.

-

Believe in and rely on the wholeness of the BUUF community. Strive toward peace,
productivity, partnership and teamwork.

-

Be cautious in making assumptions about people, events, organizations, as well as the
motives of self and others. Unverified assumptions are just that –assumptions, and
they may not reflect any reality at all.

-

Do assume goodwill on the part of everyone – an assumption that proves correct 99%
of the time. Remember that we are a caring community sharing common goals and
principles. We must all work toward making BUUF a place where everyone feels safe
to voice opinions.

2. The rule of thumb in all communication is:
-

"When in doubt, check it out," This is a practice that saves much misunderstanding,
hurt feelings, confusion, and even recriminations.

3. Guidelines for e-mail use:
-

Address messages only to the people who are directly involved. Do not copy others
not directly involved in the issue. Avoid bcc (Blind Copy); it shows confidence and
openness when you directly "cc" anyone receiving a copy. Ensure you know who is
included in a group email.

-

Limit content of e-mail messages to the facts, free of assumptions, emotional
reactions, speculation about intentions, etc. E-mail communication is not appropriate
when sending confusing or emotional messages. Remember your tone, gestures,
body language, expressions, etc. (which constitute the majority of any
communication) can't be heard or seen in an e-mail.
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-

If anything other than facts must be conveyed, refrain from using e-mail messages.
Instead, communicate with the relevant person(s) by phone or in person. Don't use email (or a smiley face) to avoid an uncomfortable situation or to cover up a mistake.
Direct, personal communication is always preferable if conflicts or disagreements are
involved.

-

If you receive information about someone or something from a third party (whether
by e-mail or other means) ALWAYS check with the person involved before taking
action or making judgments. Verification saves much misunderstanding and avoids
hearsay, triangulation, and suspicion. Before you post or forward an e-mail message,
ask the author's permission to do so.

-

Consider taking time to reflect on the tone of your e-mail message by setting it aside
for a time. Then, review it again before sending it. Does it follow the guidelines
provided above? Never put in an e-mail message anything you wouldn't put on a
postcard. Remember, e-mail is not private and can be forwarded, so unintended
audiences may see what you've written. Always keep the content professional to
avoid embarrassment or unanticipated complications.

4. When a committee makes a decision it should be recorded in an official record. Record
keeping will help committees monitor their process toward achieving their mission. We
recommend that committee minutes and notes should include:
-

The decisions and highlights of the discussions, including the issue being addressed,

-

Specific tasks needed to implement the decision,

-

Who is responsible for each task, including a date for completion,

-

Implications of the decision for individuals or groups outside the committee,

-

Who will inform those affected by the decision, and when. (Committees should be
willing to consider feedback from others regarding the decision and to make changes
as needed.)

-

In order to monitor this process, we suggested that committees display a checklist in
the committee's minutes that contains these items, which can also serve as a
procedural guide for all decision making.

5. Each committee has its own vital role to play in the life of the congregation and in
fulfilling its mission. Following two crucial principles will bear many benefits and save much
distress:
-

Develop procedures for group conduct - perhaps a group covenant that is read at the
beginning of each meeting that reminds everyone of the guidelines provided above,
and

-

Remember, each committee/ministry exists to serve the mission of the Fellowship.
We're all in this together!
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Appendix G: Meetings That Work, adapted for BUUF
based on, Meetings That Work, Make Them Meaningful and Productive, by New Congregation and
Growth Resources, Congregational Services, Unitarian Universalist Association of Congregations, 2005
“I do not go to a meeting merely to give my own ideas. If that were all, I might write my
fellow members a letter. But neither do I go simply to learn other people’s ideas. If that
were all, I might ask each to write me a letter. I go to a meeting in order that all together
we may create a group idea, an idea which will be better than all of our ideas added
together. For this group idea will not be produced by any process of addition, but by the
interpenetration of us all”.
—Mary Parker Follett
Meetings are a central activity in the life of any congregation, and in large measure the successes and
failures of a congregation hinge upon the effectiveness of these meetings. As religious liberals, we meet
because we are committed to the democratic process and want to draw out the diverse insights,
experiences, and values from members and friends in our midst.
At their best, meetings provide opportunities to share ideas, discover new insights, connect with people,
nurture community, reflect on one's faith, create new directions, and make innovative and responsible
decisions. Meetings that matter enable participants to feel that their unique contributions will combine
with the contributions of others to yield experiences, ideas, and decisions that are greater than the sum of
their parts.
Meetings need not be boring, frustrating, or meaningless. In fact, as religious leaders, we’re called to help
organize and facilitate meaningful, enjoyable, and effective gatherings—meetings that matter, and that
bring out the best in one another.

Engaging Head, Heart, and Hand: Beyond Task-Only Meetings
At their core, most meetings focus on “getting things done”—making decisions and delegating
responsibilities to try to ensure that the congregation runs smoothly. However, meetings that focus
exclusively on institutional maintenance are usually tedious and uninspiring.
Transformational meetings are ones that engage the head, the heart, and the hand; they promote growth
and learning, nurture a sense of care and belonging, and invite individuals into meaningful service. They
connect individuals with a wider sense of calling and purpose—they are more than task-only meetings.
One way to move beyond task-only meetings is to have the group establish a clear sense of identity and
purpose. Invite participants to reflect on the goals for the wider congregation and their own personal goals
as participants in the meeting. Every committee or working group should establish their mission, and
their vision of how they will accomplish that mission.
Excellent meetings are ones in which the whole person is engaged. Such meetings offer participants work
that matters to their lives and connects to the vision and mission of both the group and the congregation.
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Meetings 101
Basic Concepts
The following is a list of some basic components and concepts pertaining to meetings, together with the
definitions of these terms.
AGENDA: An itemized list of topics to be considered at a meeting. Try to send the agenda out in advance
and encourage participants to submit agenda topics as appropriate. Common items on an agenda (for
ongoing meetings) include the following actions:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Welcoming and assigning or reviewing roles.
Noting regrets of people not attending.
Opening, chalice lighting, centering, and check-in.
Adopting the agenda (making changes as required).
Accepting the minutes from the last meeting.
Accounting for actions taken since the last meeting, new business or both.
Requesting that any special reports be given time.
Noting any other business.
Noting the date and time of the next meeting.
Giving conclusions, evaluation, and faith reflections.

DECISION MAKING: Voting. A show of hands is usually the easiest way of voting.
MINUTES: Written records of what occurred at a meeting. Types of minutes vary considerably, from
an informal bulleted list of decisions made and actions taken to a verbatim transcription of who said what
and to whom. Decide the level of detail required. Minutes should always include the following:
o
o
o
o
o

The title of the meeting (for example, the committee name, the task force name.
The date, time, and location of the meeting.
Who was present or absent.
The date for the next meeting.
What decisions, policies, and actions were adopted.

When it comes to note taking, don’t assume “we’ll remember.” Minutes are an important tool to help
individuals who missed the meeting find out what happened and to allow other teams in the congregation
to find out what is going on. At the end of the minutes, it is useful to summarize action points by listing
the following:
o
o
o
o

What was decided.
Who is going to do it.
When the activities are targeted for completion (the key deadlines).
Who will oversee the project and keep us all moving.

Minutes are indispensable for recording the decisions, policies, processes, and actions for every
committee. Written minutes are necessary for committees that wish to review their goals, evaluate their
effectiveness, plan for the future, and improve their performance (sometimes called Plan, Do, Study, Act).
Seeing what is planned and achieved can energize and motivate team members.
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MOTION OR PROPOSAL: A suggestion put forth by a participant (for example “Jane proposed that an
article be written for the congregation’s newsletter about the upcoming Our Whole Lives teacher
training”).
REPORTS: written reports may be presented to the Congregation, the BUUF Board, or other groups.
Encourage succinct, jargon-free, straightforward written reports. Avoid using acronyms. The following
are sample guidelines for reports:
Attribute the report’s authorship, clearly identify whether the report represents the work product and
decisions of the entire committee, or the work product and decisions of a single individual or small
subset of a committee. The conclusions and materials in the report should be supported and documented
by the committee’s meeting minutes.
o
o
o
o
o
o

Describe your objective or what you are proposing, as well as the rationale for it.
State the current situation, and give a recap of actions to date.
Explain the financial implications, and describe how money is being raised or found.
Describe the human implications (how people are affected).
Give a time line for planned actions.
Charts and diagrams can often offer enhanced readability in a detailed report.

RESOLUTION: A formal decision with legal implications (for example, “It was resolved that the terms
for directors of the congregation’s board be lengthened from two to three years”).
RULES OF ORDER: Guidelines for meetings. BUUF bylaws may call for the use of Robert’s Rules of
Order (the most recent edition).
QUORUM: A quorum is the number of eligible participants required to be present to make the decisions
legally binding. Small committees should exercise restraint when making important decisions when only
a few (1 to 3) committee members are present.

Meeting Preparation
Planning well in advance enables leaders to relax and be more present at the actual event, in addition to
creating a comfortable environment for participants. The following are nine key areas to consider in
preparing meetings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Discern who needs to be part of the meeting.
Establish clear objectives connected to the mission.
Determine who needs to attend.
Decide the length of the meeting.
Choose a time for the meeting.
Select a location for the meeting.
Figure out what materials are required.
Consider what food and beverages will be offered.
Communicate with participants in advance.

1. DISCERN WHO NEEDS TO BE PART OF THE PLANNING AND CARRYING OUT OF THE MEETING
Although it may be most expedient to have one person (often the chair) on a committee or task force
plan meetings, one must ponder how this reflects our underlying commitment to shared ministry.
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2. ESTABLISH CLEAR OBJECTIVES CONNECTED TO THE MISSION
Effective meetings are ones in which all participants have a clear sense of why they are present and
know the specific objectives of the meeting. Using the lens of the congregation’s mission, the group’s
mission, and each participant’s personal mission, determine the rational and experiential objectives of
the meeting. Some questions to consider include the following:
Rational Objectives
o What is the purpose of the meeting?
o What do we need to accomplish for the meeting to be a success?
o What result are we looking for from this meeting?
Experiential Objectives
o What mood or ambiance do we want to create at the meeting?
o How do we hope wee will be different at the end of our time together?
o What is the “take-home feeling” we hope to instill in participants?
o Write these objectives down as a reminder of your goals.
o In a group that meets regularly, such as a committee or board, work with
develop a mission for the group.

participants to

3. DETERMINE WHO NEEDS TO ATTEND
If the meeting is for an already existing group, such as an established committee, you should maintain
a list of ‘official’ members of the committee who are expected to attend.
Who are the key stakeholders around the purpose of the meeting?
As communities of faith and justice, it is important that we be intentional about inviting people who
have been unheard and underrepresented in our gatherings. When you have determined a tentative
participants list, examine it closely and ask:
Who’s missing from this list?
What barriers, visible and invisible, exist that might hinder the persons who should be attending?
How can we lessen these barriers?
Who else should we invite?
4. DECIDE THE LENGTH OF THE MEETING
5. CHOOSE A TIME FOR THE MEETING
Any time of the day or week has benefits and disadvantages; be aware of who may be excluded from
attending a meeting because of the time it is held. it is important periodically to check in to see if a
given time still works for the group of current participants and those you’d like to invite to attend or
to have as members.
6. SELECT A LOCATION FOR THE MEETING
Does the space comfortably hold all the people planning to attend? Do you need a key or alarm code
to enter?
7. FIGURE OUT WHAT MATERIALS ARE REQUIRED
What materials will you need? Do you need to reserve a room? A projector? A computer? A screen?
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8. CONSIDER WHAT FOOD AND BEVERAGES WILL BE OFFERED
9. COMMUNICATE WITH PARTICIPANTS IN ADVANCE
Send out a communication to participants stating the following information (via e-mail, postal mail,
or phone):
o
o

The date, time, and location (map and directions, if required) of the meeting.
The draft agenda for the meeting, including the rational and experiential objectives. If
appropriate, request that any additional agenda items be submitted by a certain date.

Written reports for consideration at the meeting
Any materials or items the participants are expected to bring. Any preparation work required.

Holding the Meeting
Setting up the space
Plan to have one or two people arrive early to prepare for the meeting.
Connecting and opening a meeting
This provides an important bridge from the day that was to the meeting that is. This is also a time to
review the group’s covenant of right relations or to develop some basic ground rules for gathering. (See
“1. Develop Guidelines for Interactions” on page 46 for information on developing covenants.)
The flow of agenda items from quick to major to minor gives participants a chance to start by getting a
few things sorted out quickly. The middle part then deals with the more complicated issues, and the
meeting ends on an upbeat note by accomplishing some things. always try to end when you said you
would.
Near the end of the meeting, recap any actions and decisions that were made. Clearly breaking down
actions can help to ensure that they will be carried out. The recapping should include the following:
o
o
o
o
o

What is the action or decision?
Who will carry it out?
Who else needs to be informed?
When must the action be completed?
How will progress be reported back?

All actions and decisions should be documented in the meeting Minutes or meeting notes
The reflecting and evaluating time is an opportunity to intentionally ponder the meaning of the meeting:
How did the meeting connect to our mission? Include a brief evaluation process as part of each
meeting. This process can be as simple as asking two or three of the following questions at the end of a
meeting:
o
o
o

What are key accomplishments from today (or this evening)?
What worked well?
Where did we struggle, individually or as a group?
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o
o
o

What things did we do that helped us overcome challenges?
How did our work connect to our group’s mission?
What improvements do you suggest for the next meeting?

At an ongoing meeting, such as a standing committee meeting, you may want to have a more in depth,
formal evaluation once or twice a year.
Close the meeting with a reading or a song.
Meeting Follow-Up: After the meeting, send the minutes or notes from the meeting to each participant.

Maximizing Participation
If meetings are to be truly meaningful and transformational, it is crucial to involve participants fully.
Below are eleven ways to maximize participation in meetings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Develop guidelines for interactions.
Celebrate unique gifts, passions, and needs.
Assign meeting roles and responsibilities.
Establish clear accountability.
Support growth through mentoring.
Invite creative interchange.
Ask the right kinds of questions.
Listen actively.
Keep people moving.
Break out into small groups, if necessary.
Use silent reflection.

1. Develop Guidelines for Interactions
A culture of participation can be encouraged (and much conflict avoided) by having a covenant of right
relations that the group has committed to abide to. If the meeting is an ongoing one, develop a covenant
together early in the life of the group. At the beginning of each meeting, remind one another of the
commitments you’ve made and shared.
Guidelines for meetings may include variations of the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

We will commit to attend meetings and notify the chairperson if we are not able to come.
We will arrive on time.
We will recognize that everyone has wisdom and that we need everyone’s wisdom for the wisest
results.
We will respect people who are speaking, and wait until they are finished before adding our
contributions.
We will seek to really hear others, and ask for clarification when needed.
We will participate fully in the meeting.
We will celebrate and seek diversity of opinion (and ensure that no one or two people dominate
the discussion).
We will follow through with commitments that we make.

Post the agreements at all meetings of the group, and review and revise them as necessary.
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2. Celebrate Unique Gifts, Passions, and Needs
USE GIFTS-BASED MATCHING
People usually excel at what they love doing. Ask individuals what they are passionate about around a
particular gathering, and try to match tasks to passions. Church is also a wonderful place to take risks,
explore new possibilities, and develop new skills;

3. Assign Meeting Roles and Responsibilities
If possible, give everyone a role at a meeting. People tend to involve themselves more fully when they are
invited to take responsibility for some portion of the meeting.
NOTE/MINUTE TAKER: Records key decisions and information from the meeting and disseminates
the minutes to all participants as soon after the meeting as possible.
FACILITATOR: Ensures that all members have an opportunity to speak, gently redirects participants
who are monopolizing conversation to listening more intentionally, keeps conversation moving, and
intersperses opportunities for silent reflection.
FLIP CHART SCRIBE:
TIMEKEEPER: Keeps track of the time and periodically tells the group how much time is left for a
particular item or activity.
GREETER: If the meeting is a larger one, the person or persons designated to welcome people to the
gathering, invite them to make a name tag, show them where the coat rack is, and so on.
ONE OR MORE FAITH REFLECTORS: Intentionally listens to the conversation through the lens of the
question, How does what we are saying and how we are saying it connect to my sense of faith, theology,
and values as a Unitarian Universalist? At the end of the meeting, the faith reflector offers a one- to twominute reflection on how the meeting went.
MEETING PLANNER: Organizes and coordinates all aspects of behind-the-scenes meeting planning.
HOSPITALITY: Organizes and coordinates food and beverages for the meeting, including setup and
cleanup.
CLOSING READING/SONG:
ANTIRACISM/ANTI-OPPRESSION/MULTICULTURAL PROCESS OBSERVER: Is responsible for
observing the meeting’s process through an antiracism, anti-oppression, and multicultural lens.
Rotating roles among participants communicates that the group members trust one another’s
competence. It also ensures that people aren’t typecast in certain roles. Here are a few creative ways to
rotate roles:

4. Establish Clear Accountability
Have clear lines of accountability, expectations, and methods for evaluation. People feel empowered
when they know what they, along with everyone else, are responsible for. In meetings, consider the
following:
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o
o
o

o

Clarifying expectations before engaging in an activity. Clear goals and doable jobs allow each
person to sign up for what she or he is capable of doing.
Breaking down more complicated tasks into manageable chunks. For most people, time and
energy are limited, so don't ask people to take on huge tasks.
Offering a variety of tasks with clear expectations. Variety includes aspects such as short term
and long-term tasks, creative and structured activities, smaller and larger tasks, and solo and
group activities.
Inviting reflection on how the practical tasks that are carried out connect to the vision and
mission. People need to know how the pieces in which they have been involved contribute to the
whole.

5. Support Growth through Mentoring
Effective meetings can produce profound changes in individuals and groups, especially when an
individual’s activity within meetings is connected to a sense of personal ministry and the congregation’s
mission. Meetings are opportunities to multiply the ministry—involving many in discernment, decision
making, implementation, and reflection. While the bottom line in most corporate contexts is profit, the
bottom line in congregations is greater wholeness, expanded justice, and personal and collective
transformation.
In ongoing, regular meetings, the goal is not to attain perfection but to grow trust in one’s own ability and
in the team’s capacity to work effectively. One important way to foster growth of this kind is to develop
mentoring relationships, in which mentors equip and coach people throughout their involvement in the
group.
The end product is leadership development that brings new people into leadership positions within our
committees and congregation.
In ongoing meetings, reflect on the following questions:
o
o
o
o

What structures already exist that support coaching or mentoring?
How are leaders supported in an ongoing way to carry out their ministry?
Where are the gaps?
How can we build more mentoring and coaching into our structure?

Through intentional coaching and mentoring, members and friends can be better equipped and supported
to share their unique and precious ministries more fully.

6. Invite Creative Interchange
“Where all think alike, then no one thinks very much,” says Walter Lipperman (quoted in Judith Leigh’s
Organizing and Participating in Meetings, page 55).
Many of our congregations have a culture of advocacy and persuasion around important ideas. Rather
than inviting a diversity of opinions and experiences, one or two perspectives are presented for debate and
rebuttal. This approach is sometimes very useful, but at most congregational meetings it can lead to
premature closure on topics and make some participants feel unheard and uninvolved. Congregational
leaders are called to develop a community that invites people to “go deeper” rather than “win points.”
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In his book Transforming Liberal Congregations for the New Millennium, Roy Phillips introduces the
ideas of Unitarian philosopher of religion Henry Nelson Wieman. Wieman asks, “What transforms us to
bring us to the highest good of which we are capable? ... It is found in a certain quality ofcommunication
between people” (page 62). Wieman called this certain kind of communication creative interchange
(others call it ‘authentic dialog’ or ‘crucial conversation’). Creative interchange is a quality of relating in
which we encounter one another with openness, respect, and a sense of wonder—not to “convince”
another person of our point of view but to try to listen deeply and to hear the other’s primary experience
and perspective. Ultimately, creative interchange is about being open to being transformed and changed
oneself. It is allowing another’s experience to penetrate us and to respond from our own experience rather
than reacting by jumping to our next point. There are many ways to invite creative interchange in
meetings, including the following:
Use intentional check-in questions. (See Checking In Midway through a Meeting, page 31, for more
details.)
Study communication skills and theory, (suggested reading, Crucial Conversation’ ISBN 0-07-1401946, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, ISBN 0-8264-0611-4, Polarity Management ISBN 0-87425-176-1, or
others)
Listen actively. (See 8. Listen Actively on page 50, below, for more details.)

7. Ask the Right Kinds of Questions
Asking questions is one of the most important ways to promote conversation and participation. Using
open-ended questions sets a tone during a meeting that this is a place where people’s contributions really
matter. Rather than asking “What do you think of us doing it this way?” ask “How might we get this
done?”
The Institute for Cultural Affair’s Art of Focused Conversation ORID method is a powerful tool to
promote meaningful and productive conversations. The method uses questions at four different levels,
from surface to deep:
OBJECTIVE-LEVEL QUESTIONS: GETTING THE FACTS
o What background information do we need?
o What happened at our last gathering?
REFLECTIVE-LEVEL QUESTIONS: HONORING FEELINGS, REACTIONS, AND ASSOCIATIONS
o How do you feel about this?
o What are your gut reactions to this proposal?
o What past experiences are triggered for you?
INTERPRETIVE-LEVEL QUESTIONS: EXPLORING MEANING
o How will this make a visible and meaningful difference in people’s lives?
o What does this say about us as a religious community?
o How does it connect to your personal sense of faith?
o What images or metaphors come to you in the midst of this?
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DECISIONAL-LEVEL QUESTIONS: MAKING DECISIONS
o What should we do next?
o How can we get this done?
o What are the “take-home messages” from this meeting?
This method can be used as a template for conversations and decision-making processes at most meetings.
Often during meetings, we focus on the objective and decisional levels and may glide over the reflective
and interpretive levels. For the best decisions to be made, people need to intentionally attend to each of
these levels.

8. Listen Actively
Active listening encourages participation. In Bill Donahue’s Willow Creek Guide to Leading LifeChanging Small Groups (page 112), the author suggests using ACTS to encourage active listening:
o
o
o
o

Acknowledge people as they speak
Clarify what people say by saying, “Could you say more about that?” or “I’m not sure if I
understand completely; could you give an example?”
Take it back to the group by saying something like “What do others think about what Kylie just
said?”
Summarize a conversation, especially if it is detailed or complicated. Try saying, “What I’ve
heard so far is …” or “Could someone try to summarize what we’ve heard?”

9. Keep People Moving
Schedule regular breaks, and use energizers to liven people up during meetings.

10. Break Out into Small Groups, If Necessary
Use breakout groups frequently to generate more ideas and to get people talking with one another.

11. Use Silent Reflection
To honor the various styles of participants, use silence intentionally in your meetings. say, “Let’s take a
couple of minutes to reflect silently on what we think of each of these proposals.” Then, after the silence,
consider moving to smaller group sharing and then reporting back to the entire group.

Troubleshooting
Dealing with Conflict
Conflict happens. Most simply, it occurs when there are two contradictory ideas in a room at the same
time. Authentic, in-depth relationships will inevitably include some conflict, as people are different and
hold diverse experiences, ideas, and opinions. Peter Steinke, in his book Healthy Congregations: A
Systems Approach, says that in healthy congregations, “conflict is normal, essential and managed” (page
45). Constructive conflict may be difficult, but it sends the message that everyone has an opportunity to
speak and be heard, that there is the intention to develop win-win situations, and that there exists an
underlying faith that new possibilities can emerge when different people and ideas interpenetrate.
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Conflict, if not attended to, can become negative and destructive. Environments with the following
characteristics may foster unhealthy conflict:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Unstructured meetings.
Unclear understanding of proper process or policies.
Unclear understanding of organization structure.
Unclear objectives, lack of mutual purpose.
Uncertain responsibility and accountability.
Lack of (or not using) a covenant of right relations.
No facilitation, or a facilitator who is not sufficiently skilled or assertive.
Early warning signs of conflict are ignored—such as a lack of participation, one or two people
taking control, or people being disruptive or rude.
Closed communication systems—those with a lack of feedback loops, a few people holding all
the information, secrets being kept, and new ideas discouraged.

One of Steinke’s chapters is titled “An Ounce of Prevention Is Worth a Pound of Intervention.” To
prevent destructive conflict in meetings, try to nurture a culture that promotes respectful communication
and creative interchange; much of this section describes ways to promote this type of culture. Early
intervention is better than later intervention. Some basic ways to manage conflict in meetings include the
following:
o
o
o
o
o

Clarify objectives.
Review covenant.
Review the decision process.
Have the facilitator or chairperson engage in process while modeling a “non-anxious presence.”
Name the reality, and invite participants to come up with ways to deal with the situation.

Use the focused conversation ORID method to structure conversation, as described below:
OBJECTIVE-LEVEL QUESTIONS: GETTING THE FACTS
o What are the main disagreements being expressed?
o What is being said that creates conflict?
REFLECTIVE-LEVEL QUESTIONS: HONORING FEELINGS, REACTIONS, AND ASSOCIATIONS
o What are your gut reactions to this conflict?
o What past experiences are triggered for you?
INTERPRETIVE-LEVEL QUESTIONS: EXPLORING MEANING
o What does this conflict say about us as a religious community?
o What images or metaphors come to you in the midst of this conflict?
DECISIONAL-LEVEL QUESTIONS: MAKING DECISIONS
o What should we do next?
o How might we navigate this conflict in a way that keeps everyone’s dignity intact?
Usually the subtle precedes the obvious, so if you can pay attention for signs of tension early on and
address them, destructive conflict can often be avoided. However, sometimes conflict festers quietly or
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escalates quickly to become negative, disruptive, and toxic. In these cases, ask for help from outside your
group. This help could come from the minister, a congregational conflict team, or an external consultant.

Handling Difficult Behavior
People often play different roles during a meeting or in the life of a group. Positive, supportive roles
include seeking information, inviting other people’s opinions, using gentle humor to relieve tension, or
building on other people’s ideas.
Behavior that impairs the functioning of the group includes acting aggressively, always advocating one
position, or dominating the conversation.
Destructive behavior is usually a symptom of some dissatisfaction or discomfort rather than a malicious
intent to undermine the working of the meeting. Most people express behavior that is disruptive when
they themselves are feeling unvalued, insecure, or frustrated with the process.
In her book On Track: Taking Meetings from Good to Great, Leslie Bendaly describes some common
difficult behaviors and a few strategies to cope with them. Below is an adaptation of her work (pages 99–
106).

MONOPOLIZING CONVERSATION
People who monopolize the conversation are the first to jump in with an opinion, They may not be good
listeners, so invite them to develop that virtue. Here are some other suggestions:
o
o
o

o
o
o

Encourage everyone to speak once before anyone can speak twice.
Vary the methods from personal reflection to breakout groups to whole-group discussion.
Quickly summarize the monopolizer’s comments; often these people want to be sure that their
contributions are heard. Next, ask if others understand the point, and then ask, “What do others
have to say about this issue?”
Review the covenant, especially that we need to hear everyone’s wisdom to come to the wisest
results.
Invite those who have not spoken to speak. Try saying, “Let’s hear from those who haven’t
spoken yet on this issue.”
If no other strategies work, have a private conversation with the individual.

BEING SILENT OR WITHDRAWN
Some people rarely speak, may look sullen or disconnected, and can seem shy. These people may have
very introverted tendencies. Some suggestions to draw them out follow:
o
o
o
o

Remind people of the group’s covenant with one another to participate fully in the meeting.
Encourage everyone to speak once before anyone can speak twice.
Intentionally use silence, and ask people to write down their ideas. Then break out in small
groups of two to three that will report back to the entire group.
Invite silent individuals to contribute by saying something like “We haven’t heard your thoughts
on this yet, Darian. What are your ideas on this issue?”
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USING INTIMIDATION
Some people tend to debate points, want to persuade others of their opinions, and may speak negatively of
others. To avoid this problem,
o
o

o
o

Review the group’s covenant, especially about celebrating diversity of opinion.
Acknowledge the person’s strong feelings and opinions on a subject by summarizing his or her
comments and then adding, “I imagine there are other perspectives on this. What do others think
and feel?”
Reinforce the belief that to come up with the best decisions, we want to have dialogue and
creative interchange, not debate.
If necessary, be direct about what you fear the impact of the person’s behavior might be on the
group. For example, say, “Christiana, when you are so forceful in your opinion and discount
others’ contributions, I worry that some people may stop participating. We need everyone’s input
in order to succeed.”

ALWAYS BEING NICE
Some people seem to agree with everyone, and their opinion on an issue is difficult to pin down. Later,
though, they may express discontent or disagreement. Try this:
o

Speak directly to the person. You could say, “Kelsie, where do you personally stand on this

COMPLAINING
The complainer often sees the negative in things and says things like “This won’t work” and “Whose idea
was this, anyway?” Here are suggestions for coping:
o
o
o

o
o

o

Be intentional about who you invite to a meeting (if you have a choice), and avoid very negative
people.
Review the covenant, and focus on potentials rather than problems.
Quickly summarize the complainer’s comments; often such people want to be sure that their
contributions are heard. Next, ask if others understand his or her point, and then ask, “What do
others have to say about this issue?”
Give the person a role to ensure the smooth running of the meeting.
Invite the complaining person to state her or his vision; say, for example, “Talia, you’ve
described a lot of what you don’t like about this proposal. From your perspective, what are the
top three things we could do to make it better?”
We don’t want to typecast people, and most people play a variety of roles in life. However, it is
good to observe and notice who acts in what ways at a particular time and to invite people to look
behind the roles they play.

Meetings provide an opportunity
Meetings provide an opportunity to encourage participants to stretch and grow. You may preface
meetings with a reading such as this one:
o
o

Part of the gift of being involved in a religious community such as ours is that it invites us to
stretch, grow, and risk.
If it is your tendency to jump in and talk, risk sitting back and listening deeply.
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o
o
o
o

If it is your tendency to be silent, taking it all in, risk speaking out.
If it is your tendency to see the glass half empty, anticipating all that might go wrong, risk seeing
the positive—the possibility of what could turn out right.
If it is your tendency to keep things smooth, take the risk of stirring the waters a bit.
If it is your tendency to take the lead, risk trusting that others are also good stewards.

We’re Stuck
Sometimes you’ll reach an impasse in a meeting, and no matter how hard you work, you can’t seem to
come through the other side to clarity and consensus. Here are some ways to cope when you’re spinning
your wheels:
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Take a short break. Sometimes people are simply tired and need to rest a few brain cells.
Break into small groups to engage in creative brainstorming.
Do something fun. Try getting up and changing chairs, or stand up and continue the conversation
while standing.
Invite silent reflection: Give people one to five minutes to reflect in silence and write down their
thoughts.
Refocus on mission by exploring how this discussion and decision are connected to our ultimate
purpose for being.
Think in images. Ask participants to think what this reminds them of—what images and
metaphors come to mind.
Set a deadline. Give the group a defined amount of time to come up with a decision.
Invite people who haven’t spoken much to add their contributions.
Choose a subgroup to work on the issue, and propose some strategies at the next meeting.
If the conversation had been adversarial, invite people to stop advocating a position but instead to
speak and listen from the heart.
Take a long break by tabling the topic until the next meeting.

How to Handle Absences
Establish a protocol for absences. It should include the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Expect participants to let the chairperson know in advance if they are not coming to the meeting.
Acknowledge the people who are absent.
If a person is absent more than occasionally, have the chairperson check in with the person and
ask the following kinds of questions:
I notice that you’ve missed several meetings and I’ve been wondering what’s up.
What is getting in the way of your being able to come to meetings? (This question may reveal
barriers such as the time of day, and so on.)
How does your involvement with the group connect to your current sense of personal ministry?
(This question may reveal that it doesn’t and that it may be a good time for the person to consider
resigning from the group.)

How do you want to proceed from here?
If there is a general lack of attendance to the meeting, consider the following:
o

Check to ensure that the time, frequency, and location still work for people.
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o
o
o
o

Reflect collectively on the underlying purpose of these meetings, why they are important for the
congregation, and how they connect to each individual’s personal ministry.
Evaluate how people experience the meetings and how to make them more effective.
Give people roles for the meetings.
Consider meeting less frequently for a more intensive time.

Innovative Tools and Methods
A wide assortment of tools and methods can enhance a meeting’s productivity and enjoyment. (Yes, most
meetings can be fun!) Below are a few suggestions.
Starting and Ending On Time
Honor the time commitment of people volunteering to attend a meeting by beginning and ending on time.
Taking Time to Appreciate One Another
Congregations operate by voluntary association and a lot of sweat equity. Help nurture a culture of
appreciation in your congregation by recognizing people’s efforts often and in different contexts.
Recognition can be tangible (such as a prize, reduction of registration costs, or a certificate), intangible
(such as a thank-you or a pat on the back), or both kinds.
Celebrating Together
When you experience a success, take time to celebrate. If something is worth doing, it is worth
celebrating our love, our commitment, and our efforts. A crucial part of meetings is taking time to pause,
look backward, and mark the time that was.
1. JOB DONE, YEAH!
When your group or entire congregation accomplishes a difficult task, take the time to celebrate its
completion. Relive the surprises (good and bad); invite people to talk about what the key learnings were
throughout the process.
2. MIDWAY AND ANNUAL REVIEW
If the group meets monthly, consider having a regular celebration and review. A conversation could use
the following ORID structure:
So we’re halfway through (or have just completed) the church year.
OBJECTIVE-LEVEL QUESTIONS: GETTING THE FACTS
o What were our key accomplishments so far this year?
o What have your major roles been?
REFLECTIVE-LEVEL QUESTIONS: HONORING FEELINGS, REACTIONS, AND ASSOCIATIONS
o What are you personally most proud of?
o What’s been the most disappointing, or the most challenging?
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INTERPRETIVE-LEVEL QUESTIONS: EXPLORING MEANING
What are key learnings that helped us navigate difficulties?
o

How are we fulfilling our own and the congregation’s mission?

DECISIONAL-LEVEL QUESTIONS: MAKING DECISIONS
o What are some changes or new directions we want to consider for the new year?

Who, What, When Action Flowchart
When working on more complicated tasks involving a variety of people, consider creating a who, what,
when action flowchart. This visual aid enables team members to see where their individual actions fit into
the big picture and indicates when the tangible products will be delivered.

Organizational Structure
BUUF is establishing a program governance structure, as well as moving toward a program ministry
model. These changes are a natural and appropriate response to our growing congregation. Much of this
structural change is modeled on the work of Dan Hotchkiss as expressed in his book ‘Governance and
Ministry.’ It would be beneficial if BUUF Committee Chairpersons read this book. The BUUF
organizational structure delegates and distributes the Governance and Ministry of BUUF (Oversight,
Management, responsibility, care, evaluation, strategy, discernment, and decision making). The BUUF
organizational structure is illustrated in the BUUF Organization Chart. Committees are strongly urged to
develop a clear understanding of their roles and functions within the BUUF Organizational structure.

Committee terms of office
BUUF has not adopted a general policy with regards to terms of office for committee chairpersons. UUA
recommendations, and the recommendations of most UUA Congregational consultants, are that
committee chairs should serve no more than a 2 or 3 year term before stepping down. This policy has
several benefits: this opens up leadership opportunities for more congregation members, this draws out
the diverse insights, experiences, and values from our members, and this reinvigorates committees with
fresh ideas, new perspective, and renewed energy. Committees are strongly urged to develop leadership
within their committees, and plan for regular changes in committee leadership.

Committee communication
Improved communications will be a BUUF initiative beginning in 2012. Committees are strongly urged
to establish a single long-term point of contact through a gmail account. (this is currently being done by
the BUUF Board) In addition to improved communications, it is expected that committees will also move
their resource libraries, and committee meeting records to easily accessible electronic storage. BUUF will
offer assistance and training classes for committees that wish to implement these changes.

Conclusion
In a good meeting, people feel that they are respected, that their unique gifts are valued and put to good
use, and that their involvement matters. They are able to see how their efforts, in cooperation with others,
achieve important results for the congregation and community. Throughout their involvement are chances
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to make friends, grow deeper in their faith, and build community. At the end of a great church meeting,
members leave feeling grateful for the people they are ministering with and hopeful about the future of
their congregation.

Useful Web Pages
Important note for searching UUA.org: All UUA resources mentioned are available in the Leaders
section of the web site, in the Leaders’ Library. Please use quotes around the title when you search to
bring up the resource or item you seek.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

“All the Documents Needed by a Membership Committee,” at UUA.org >Leaders’ Library>
search “Membership Committee Documents”
“Beyond Casseroles: Caring Committees That Work,” at UUA.org >Leaders’ Library> search
“Beyond Casseroles”
“Church Can Be Perilous for Those with Allergies,” at UUA.org >Leaders’ Library> search
“Allergies”
“Handling Disruptive People: Policies That Ease the Strain,” at UUA.org >Leaders’ Library>
search “Handling Disruptive People”
“Leadership Starts before Board Meetings Begin,” at UUA.org>Leaders’ Library> search
“Leadership Starts”
“The Nominating Committee: Making It Work for You,” at UUA.org >Leaders’ Library> search
“Nominating Committee”
“A Three-Person Membership Committee for Small Congregations,” at UUA.org >Leaders’
Library> search “Three-Person”
“To Keep Committees Filled, Make Church Meaningful ,” at UUA.org >Leaders’ Library>
search “Keep Committees Filled”
“Ways to Get Board Meetings to Go Faster and Work Better,” at UUA.org >Leaders’ Library>
search “Go Faster and Work Better”
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